
Addendum 6 
Q&A Response 3 

 
1. In “Public Monitors (Other)”, item #3, a video wall is mentioned as a possible solution.  

Since that is a post-award decision, should price proposal only price a 3-monitor FIDS 
bank for this area? 
 
It was mentioned on the call that I’d like to assume a 3x3 video wall for pricing then 
we’d revisit after a vendor is chosen to confirm the size and number of monitors to be 
used. 
 

2. The requested 48” monitors will not be available until the beginning of 2017, and 46” 
monitors will not be available after that time as all manufacturers are standardizing to 
48” monitors.  Should millwork be able to support both the 46” and 48” monitors? 
 
The mounting systems should be able to support 48”.  
 

3. Please verify that the American Airlines gates and associated monitors are to be 
included in the scope of this project. 

 
The American Airlines gates (C1, C2, C3) are included to provide worst-case pricing. At 
this time, SARAA hasn’t confirmed whether AA prefers to change the layout of their 
gates or leave as-is. 
 

4. The stretch unit by NEC is now end of life, and will no longer manufactured – LG and 
Samsung do not make these.  What alternative size would you like to use?  

 
I found literature for a model from Samsung (pre-release -
 http://displaysolutions.samsung.com/fileDownload/35096?dir=resources&file=downlo
adCenter), but if this type of monitor is not available, please spec the following… 

 
Ticket counters – 32” monitors 
Gates – 40” (or whatever the standard size is in the 40-43” range) monitors  
 

5. Do the airlines have passenger processing equipment or printers in the gate backwall 
credenzas? 
 
No airline equipment is housed in the monitor enclosures at the gates. 
 

6. For the ticket counters, would you like to have one monitor per agent position or one 
monitor per ticket counter? 

 
One monitor per ticket counter 
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